PRACTICE SAFE SPIROMETRY

Infection Protection For Your Patient, Your Environment ...and You!

SDI Diagnostics is a leading manufacturer of spirometry supplies with over 20 years experience in PFT filters.

Introducing the PulmoGuard S a member of our new PulmoGuard family

- Feel safer and save money
- Unique, pleated filter media
- Clear plastic for 100% visual inspection
- Recyclable
- Convenient packaging
- 99.99% Bacterial and viral efficiency
- Meets ATS standards for resistance - .862cm H2O/L/Sec at 14L/Sec
- Dead space 73 ml.
- Infection protection for patients and health care professionals
- Exceeds all ATS/ERS standards for spirometry
### Made in America

**Your Dealer Is:**

[Image of dealer information]

---

### Part No. | Filter Description
--- | ---
29-3105-050 | Box of 50 PulmoGuard S filters
29-3105-100 | Box of 100 PulmoGuard S filters
29-3105-200 | 4 boxes/50 PulmoGuard S filters
29-3105-300 | Bulk box of PulmoGuard S filters
29-3105K-050 | Box of 50 PulmoGuard S filter kit and Kushion Klip nose clips
29-3105K-100 | Box of 100 PulmoGuard S filter kit and Kushion Klip nose clips
29-3105C-040 | Box of 40 PulmoGuard S filter kit and Comfit mouthpiece
29-3105C-080 | Box of 80 PulmoGuard S filter kit and Comfit mouthpiece
29-3105CK-040 | Box of 40 PulmoGuard S filter kit with Comfit and Kushion Klip nose clips
29-3105CK-080 | Box of 80 PulmoGuard S filter kit with Comfit and Kushion Klip nose clips

### PulmoGuard S Technical Specifications

PulmoGuard fits the following instruments without an adapter:

- Adapters available for instruments not listed
- **Note:** Use PulmoGuard II for all SDI models.
- **Access** - Peak Flow Meter
- **Burdick** - Spirosense
- **Circadian** - Models (if using black Tamarac pneumotach, need 7975)
- **Collins** - Survey, Survey II, Survey III Survey PLUS, Eagle, Eagle II
- **Cybermedics** - Spinnaker TL, SL, CM3, CM310 (if white or black cone use 7980)
- **Cybermedics** - Moose
- **Godart** - All Models
- **Gould** - 5004
- **Healthscan** - Access Peak Flow Meter
- **Jaeger** - All Models except Spiro Pro
- **Jones** - All Models except Satellite (small end of filter)
- **Med Graphics** - 1070, 1085, (w/Prevent, use PG II; If no Prevent, 7970-spirometry, 7961-vol/diff)
- **Med Science** - 570, 6257
- **Med Science** - 3000, 4000 (spirometry-no adapt./vol-7961/diff-7960B)
- **Med Systems** - Spirolite 101 & 201 (small end of filter), 343
- **New Med** - 7000 | (Spirobyte)
- **PK Morgan** - Benchmark (spirometry-7978, vol&dif-7960B), Flex Flow (small end of filter), Trans Flow
- **Pneumedics** - All Models (small end of filter)
- **Riko** - AS300
- **S&M** - CF-150B, GSS520, Keystone III, Portascreen, Pulmoscreen
- **VIASYS Sensormedics** - Horizon, Ohio, 922, 2130, 2200, 2400, 2450, 2800, 6200, 2100 (spirometry-7961, vol-7966B), dif-7960B, Vmax (can use PGII w/7976 or7977)
- **Spirolink** - All Models
- **Spiromedics** - LTE, 2500 LTE
- **Spirosoft** - All Models (small end of filter)
- **Spirotech** - All Models
- **Tamarac** - All Models except Presto Flash